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Abstract

There ai-e no foolproof stiategies for ridding students of writi ag blocks and
anxieties; if it were that simple we'd have no reason to keep brainst^rming on the
issue. But students continue to fear writing,re leaichers cdntinue tq research the

problem,and teachers teach with the tools they have before them,

All we can do

is modify the knowledge we do have and work: towards new "leadi
This thesis attempts to produce such a I^ad—one linking re;(i|(:der-response

strategies in the collaborative writing environn^^ent with decreased
apprehension/increased motivation in basic writers. I investigated

.i'

asic writers,

causes and effects of writer's block on inexperienced writers, metho ds of

responding to student texts, the motivating force of collaborative

0

arning and

reader-response concepts of Stanley E.Fish and Wolfgang Iser.

I

While I found that some concepts taken from Fish and Iser c an provide a

loose framework from which to work in the hasic writing classrooi:).these

concepts must be taken as"creative suggestions" rather than exac prescriptions,
Certain areas need further study in order to prDve the connection possible in

practice. Because students ai'e afflicted by wr.ter's block for both

ffective and

cognitive reasons,the complexity of the proble:m makes it difficult ;o research and

pinpointexact causes. Still, my research has ihdicated some poteri

al strategies

for alleviating anxiety and subsequently increttising motivation. A: d this is

promising—considering the growing population of basic writers.
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Chapter 1.

Background

One common yet serious problem in basic vriting classrooms 1

the fear or

anxiety experienced by many writing students, This anxiety inhibiji creativity
and learning,causing poor writing, and reSultin g in low grades and

urther

apprehension. Thus,a circulai" and detiimental pattem develops. V;alrious studies
conducted on writing apprehension and writer' block—particularly those of
Mike Rose—indicate that much of this phenomenoil stems from a ebgnitive

dysfunction occuiTing as a result of several psyjchological and

toy M

educ itional

factors^—a primary one being the rigid composiing rules first taught

ti the

classroom, then embedded in the recall of the student. Students ai'^ preoccupied

with turning "conect" papers; and,as English Instiuctors we witne

show

(j

devastated students aie when their work is returned marked "incori ect" in places,

Despite the overemphasis many students blace on form, we ha /e yet to
devise a universal method of response that giv ss equal weight to c intent and
that ti'eats student writings as works-in-progress. Composition prai Ifitioners, as
well as some reseaichers, warn us of the inadecjuacy of grading stu ent essays in

the privacy of our studies; they warn we might misconceive what

tudents are

attempting to communicate. Furthermore, written response produc

s comments

often confusing and ambiguous to students, aid ignore the fact thait we

stress

"process" in our classrooms.

The teaching community has suggested a ternative modes of jaching basic
writers, such as the one-on-one conference,

51* evaluation and co|laborative

writing. But,suppose we took the strengths from each procedure, And suppose
we then selected concepts from a critical theoi[y known for crediti:

g response

and underlining the processes of reading and v/r*iting. What would occur if we

.ft*

applied this myriad of approaches in a composition classroom?
In this paper,I investigate the potential rok;of select concepts from readerg Iser,as a

response critical theory,as explained by Stanley

meansofalleviating writer's block in basic writers,thusincreasing tli|;ir
motivation to embrace the writing process. I have divided my investigation into
three areas, although occasionally the concepts cross over. My resebch is based
on the following assumptions:

(1) Fear ofevaluation is a common threat to basic writers. They o iten receive
first drafts covered with conections. Reading and

understanding thejse marks,as

one basic writer put it,"...is like trying to leai'n a foreign language

Consequently,"performance anxiety" occurs. However,if teachers'Instigate
collaborative leaining in conjunction with formal guidance,student

leam to

respond to texts as members of what Stanley Fish has called an "inteipretive
community"; supportive suggestions take higher precedence than discouragmg
criticism and students gain more authority over their work. As a respit,students

have more creative license and the student-centjiedness initiates a ipore relaxed
enviionment.

(2) Many students fear writing because they have been taught th(? concept of
"good" and "bad" way to compose. Rigid rules aie a prime source of writer's
block for many writers; these directives include anything from the stifling five-

paragraph model,to phrases like "Don't use passive verbs," and"Doe'tput T in an
essay" In reader-response where the text is not considered to be a :able artifact
but an activity that the reader performs,the burden of tiying to fit.an ideal is lifted
from the writer, and the oppressive feeling associated with writer's block subsides,

(3) When students aie asked why they are "blocked," the answer will often be
j well as
that they have nothing to say or write about. But by reading texts (as

writing them), students gain a sharper awareness of the mental procbsses in

which language engages us. If composition w(jre taughtfrom a rea; ler-response

strategy,the pertinent question would shiftfrom "Whatdoes the texi mean?" to
"What does the text do?" or "What does the reader do?"(develope by Fish and

Iser,respectively), and the student text would b(' viewed not as an chject(or
product),but as a set of instructions for creating an aesthetic experieince. Such
instructions would serve as a cognitive tool to aid students in composing, with

guidance, students could build a schema for talIking about language and they
would feel more in contiol of the language. On

e the studentsfelte:i)mfortable

talking about language in groups,collaborating would stimulate ide|s in the
students while increasing their motivation to revise and engage in b writing
process.

Thus,using reader-response strategies in collaborative learning situations

can become an important aspect of motivating basic writing studenti who may
already be prone to writer's block. By giving formal suggestions an,d prompting
key concepts and questions such as "interpretiv

t does the

M'
C

text do?" and "What does the reader do?" the teacher's role becomes twofold—

one of"audience," and one of"supportive friend." My reseai'ch foe uses primarily
on the second role; more specifically it explores the questions,"To w lat extent

can reader-response strategies form the basis foi successful collaboraitive learning,
and to whatextent can they alter a strictly form al teaching approac ,and hence,
alleviate writer's block?"

I#'

Chapter 2.
Causes and Implications o

Writer's Block

Those of us who write with little or no apjprehension, or bette

pleasure, have difficulty understanding where the root of writing

yet with
xiety lies,

The wealth of research by Mike Rose—perhabs the key researcher on

writer's

block^—^indicates that differences between blopkers and non-blockhrs tend to be

cognitive problems rather than emotional fear* fBoice 208).
Rose's 1980 essay "Rigid Rules"(as well ^s Rose's eai'lier disse:rtation)laid
the groundwork for the contemporary study of writer's block. His

look Writer's

Block: The Cognitive Dimension(1984),demonsti'ates a combinatiipn of research

approaches,including questionnaires,case stuclies, stimulated reca:

and other

empirical studies. Rose's sti-ategy involves circulating 351 questioij laires,from

which ten students(six high- and four low-blot
:kers) ai^e picked

ext, the

subjects are videotaped while composing an essay during a sixty irainnute session,
Stimulated recall follows(Rose 230). In response to the sessions'r suits. Rose
proposes various connections between cognitivee processes and cqpiposing
behaviors.

From detailed accounts of Rose's studies we leaiTi that studer

Is who have ^

been taught rigid composing rules are less flexible, and,as a result^ lend to block
more easily than do flexible writers. Furthermo:re. Rose postulates liat premature

editing,inappropriate evaluation, and uncertain organizational sba gies create

blockage in otherwise motivated and able writerrs(231). In light of such findings,

Rose advises teachers to interview new students to discover their 1 istories.
Moreover, he urges that teachers encourage stiidents to take risks nd teachers to
promote "free" writers. In this context "free" means the students s

ould know the

rules of,and dominant patterns in,composition but still be able to dismiss these

procedures when necessary.

Though it is Rose who has most wholeheaitedly led the inquirj^ into "writer's

block," utilizing over the past decade a compilation of methods whicx 1 he calls
"the reseaicher's bag of tricks"(When a Writer an't Write 231). othd rs have
ventured research in related subjects focusing on one method of kridwledge
making.

Cynthia Selfe,for example,in her aiticle'7 n Apprehensive Wris er

Composes,"focuses strictly on clinical research Selfe analyzes the ase study of
Bev,an eighteen-year-old college student—a mijisic major with a totjaIG.RA.of
2.54. Bev is a detrimentally apprehensive writer who has a lack of

onfidence in,

hence a ritualistic procrastination of,composing Bev considers her oar of
writing "realistic," and attributes her average minks to the inadequati''t instruction
of past English teachers(84-85).
As Selfe's account proceeds,Bev's writing process is investigaljid during a

composing-aloud protocol. This session reveals several key factors.

engages in free writing, yet with no prewriting Activities.

First, Bev

It follows ;hat her paper,

to form an analogy, begins as a series of disconnected roads headed

for dead

ends,rather than a central expressway from wh ch many side roads pan be

accessed. During the session Bev's frustration \|vith her inability to

nd a theme

furthers her anxiety. Furthermore,Bev tends to edit rather than revi le, therefore

neglecting to rethink flaws in logic and cohererice.

getting the words on the paper than she is with
contribute to cleai- themes(84-88). To summari

She is more coi :;erned with

whether or not the vords

Selfe's diagnosis o i" Bev, the

author states,"Her apprehension about writing had been sparked b

' an accurate

perception of her limited composing skills, and yet that veiy appreli jnsion kept
herfrom involving herself in composing activities and thus exercisir g, perhaps

improving,the skills she did have"(89).

■0^'

Her problems,then,fit the mold of a great many students also tij jw to the
academic discourse community. So,despite the limitations of preseri ing only one

case study, Selfe's findings offer insight to practitioners faced with tt eir own
"Bevs." Bev's negative experience with former writing teachers, an

the

reverberations of that perception, indicate a need for writing teachet:s to
familiarize themselves with the causes and effects of writing blocks.

The most obvious limitation of Selfe's study is that it portrays t|ie case study
of only one student. Certainly Bev's socioeconomic and education al

background,as well as her psychological make-up and schema,diffe;•from say.
"Joe's," or better yet"a Freshman class of basic vriters." Nonetheless, astute

practitioners can store the information in much the same way they reserve a closet
in their houses of lore(to use Steven North's metaphor)for such situations(North

27). Though the infoniuation(the bit of"lore") is not, at this point,a personal
inion, a

testimony passed ai'ound in the Staff cafeteria, ii: does have,in my o
hypothesis-generating quality.

Taking a completely opposite approach (although in my opinidn a
complementai'y one)is John A.Daly, who has long investigated the causes and
effects of student writing apprehension. Unlike Rose and Selfe (altt ough Selfe

studied under Daly),Daly and his co-reseaicher;ai'e stiictly experiniental in their

inquiry. Daly and Deborah A.Wilson,in their 1983 aiticle "Writing

Apprehension,Self-Esteem,and Personality," view their "high- and

|0W

apprehensive" subjects in much the same way Hose and Selfe do "1 l igh and low
blockers." In fact,the siniilaiity in the two definitions indicates that| indeed, both
teams of reseai-chers aie investigating approxiiii

y and

Wilson's article, however,investigates specific conelations, usually

etween

apprehension and personality. They identify personality as "...self- Esteem,

general personality,or subject-specific anxieties and attitudes"(336) Thus,Daly's

work focuses more on the affective dimension t lan the cognitive.

To caiiy out their study,the reseaichers administered the Writin
Apprehension Instrument(designed and proven eliable by Daly and! Miller in
1975)to 172 undergraduate students taking beginning composition

classes. In

addition,these students completed two measures of general self-esteem,one

created by Rosenberg tSocietv and the Adolescent Self-image),the ^ther by
Pervin and Lilly("Social Desirability"). A secorid group was also tes;'ted,and
results from the survey proved an overall invers relationship betwe

jn writing

apprehension and self-esteem. Three sepai'ate but smaller samples(e ibmentaiy
and high school teachers enrolled in communication classes,and emiployees of a
large federal agency)were investigated to study the same research issue;

the

results were consistent.

Similar methods were used to test the relationships between ap prehension

and specific self-esteem,other personality variables,and other subjec :-specific
attitudes-for a total of thirteen separate investigations. CoiTelation^ both
significant and nonsignificant,imply that apprehension "...wasn't c |)sely

associated," Daly says,"with every perceptionone has of self as a w iter"(337).

3-^

In other words,a writer does not usually feel apprehensive about tbp honesty anc» 
accuracy of his writing, per se; instead, apprehe nsion seems to revol v& around v)*'

the qualities in a piece of writing by which a writers competence ccii lid be
judged.

The limitations of this study aie first, that tie coiTelations betwe en

apprehension and general self-esteem are not large enough to suggeSt a one-to
one congmence. Second,while it is ti'ue that apprehension can fuel

ow self-

esteem,and while both apprehension and esteem have an evaluation constituent,

Daly and Wilson do not presume that either is "performance anxiety
evaluation sense.

in an

Buigoon and Hale,in their experimental stu dies,(using,in pait, the
Daisy/Miller measure)find coiTelates between w riting apprehension and

interpersonal communication anxiety arid public speaking anxiety

aly 56-57).

This suggests that writing-appreherisive students might overcome th ir fear by
beirig pait of a response-ceiitered classroom,using oral presentations

peer

editing,and so on. The studies of Rose and Daly,combined with exferimental

inquiry and its generalizable data, and clinical inquiiy, with its emph

iis on the

particular and the individual, provide an interesiing research balanc^
Gaining momentum in the reseaich ai'ea of composing processe

and

dysfunctions are ethnographic studies. Donald A. Graves is one resiq archer
choosing this route; his article "Blocking and the: Young Writer" illu

rates how

this method operates as well as some interesting findings—like the s tmlingly

young age at which children become susceptible

to writer's block.

At the onset of his aiticle, Graves describes naturalistic obseiwtiiions(funded
:]

by the National Institute of Education)studying the writing processe;s of six

through nine-yeai-olds over a period of two yeais. Children in groq ps of sixteen
to one hundred twenty were observed in a series of what were esser ially case

studies. The complete scope of the study includes inteiwiews with

jachers and

children, direct observation of the children as the;y compose,their in;ii ractions,
and their written products(2).
The NIE studies,in addition to his similai" naturalistic studies,le d Graves to

conclude that young writers shift their focus back and forth betweei

formal

issues,such as mechanics and spelling,to those of more sophistication,such as
audience and revision. Graves states, as well, th at children get stymii.ed by

momentary concerns; consequently,the response of the teacher or parent, at that
moment,has the potential of assisting the writer through the probleiia By
conti'ast,these immediate responses,if negative. can hinder a child's ability to

8

move forwai'd and accept new challenges. The child may become locked,
thereby stagnating as a writer(17-18).

Graves supplies detailed field notes which,in conjunction with

his

illustration and description of problem-solving categories(the ordeij that blocks

occur in development)(4),provide a most com prehensive look at cibgnitive and

environmental factors—which are equally valid to the use of partic pant/observer
in the fields of anthropology and sociology (anciong other social sci nces). Done

con-ectly, a study like Graves'can accurately reflect the social natuile of
composing.

Defining and explaining phenomena such

as writer's block can

largely begin

with research, yet the academic discourse community is not obliged o accept all
discoveries as foolproof answers to the problem It is important to r

alize that

some of the best studies are done by practitioners themselves; they, oo, conduct

reseairh in their own laboratories—their writing classrooms-—wher^! preliminary
data(like the work of Rose, Selfe,Daly and Graves)undergoes fuith ?r tests,
While each research method has its limitations,f;ach offers certain ir ights that

help us comprehend the nature of writer's block and writing apprehi

nsion.

The Effect of Rigid Rules

The studies of Mike Rose are paiticulaily rHevant to my search
answer as to whether or not reader-response can

for an
a

composition setting because,(1)many of them focus on the basic wri er, whereas
other studies target either the general writing population, or an altog;^ ither
different group, such as graduate students(Bloom "Anxious Writer's n Context")
or elementary students(Graves "Blocking and tl e Young Writer"),i d(2)the
conclusions Rose reaches regaiding the stifling effects of rigid compbsing rules

on the composing process are a major point in case for utilizing reade -response
and a collaborative classroom over a primarily teacher-centered class and/or

formalist readings of texts.

Since Mina Shaughnessy's intioduction to t|he concept of the baSIC

wnter,

others have continued to make the same claims about the connectioi between

unrealistic focus on form and increased anxiety (|lose "Rigid Rules," Bechtel

"N^deotape Analysis," & Selfe "An Apprehensive Writer Composes.""

It is the

large number of rigid prescriptive statements stu4ents internalize that wreaks
havoc on their ability to peifonn writing tasks, ai

causes them writi S

apprehension and/or writer's block. Thus,it is ujisurprising that one advantage of
using reader-response as a composition theory is its focus on the read sr's

experience,rather than on his or her fonnal ability to recognize synta<ctic patterns.
correct grammai",and other form-related issues.
Shaughnessy herself recognized the connoqtion between rigid

lies and

composing-process problems. She describes the situation in Errors alid

Expectations, where she gives a staitling examplje of feai'of errors b? reproducing
a list of "staits" produced by one student while \j'orking on her first( iaft(see
Appendix A). The student takes ten"staits" to

one paragraph wi itten.

Shaughnessy attributes this type of problem to sjtudents' feeling that 'good

writing" is chai'acterized by one factor alone—co|i'irectness(7-8).

Thi claim is

substantiated by discoveries made by Rose that Confirms the detrime ital nature
of the "intemal editor." Conversely, Rose finds that when students 1

ke risks

with steadfast rules, substantial breakthroughs aie made in writing c mpetency.
In Writer's Block: The Cognitive Dimension. Rose discusses the

subject of

risk-taking by using two case studies(Glenn and Liz)as evidence.( enn,a lowblocker, with a G.RA.of 3.85,feels comfortable writing an essay. Li a high-

blocker, with a G.RA. of 2.67,feels extremely ainxious—to the exten

that she can

barely produce one paragraph when under presshre. The main diffefl nee
between the two students concerning their writiig habits is their atti tude toward

10

composing rules.

Although Glenn discloses certain rules he'd leained, he also boa

ts of the

way in which he can abandon them if he feels the need to do so(68)

Glenn's

ultimate goal while writing his essay was to achujve rhetorical effect

while with

Liz,rhetorical concerns were secondary tojust"getting something dc wn" to meet

the assignment. While Liz's composing problems resultfrom several fi LCtors, such

as premature editing,inadequate prewriting and allure to really cone jptualize the
rhetorical implications of the essay question, her tendency to cling to: composing

process rules hinders her throughout the session (49-50).
In the course of her session,Liz expresses several times that her paper lacks

compliance with certain rules,some of which are questionable. Howd v^er.

Rose

states, "Most of Liz's other rules aic legitimate and could be function al if they
were not invoked at so eaily a point in the comp(osing process"(50).

Rose

concludes from his protocol analysis that "low-b ockers expressed

times as

many functional rules as did high-blockers,and one-quaiter of the n cn-functional
rules"(71).

Interestingly, Glenn—the low-blocker—attiibutes some of his'risk-taking"

efficacy to a "self-expressive" writing class he had in high school. Nij: merous
practitioners and reseaichers have encouraged t<5achers to teach students to use
language creatively,in order to "free" students from the chains of fortn that
constiict the evolution of their content(Pumphre;;y 670). It would be telling to

investigate groups of students who had had creative or expressive vwiting
experience in high school,in compaiison with thlose who did not,in b^der to see if
a link between creative writing experience and "risk-taking" with ccmposing
process rules exists.
Basic writers, however,cannot feel comfortable and empowere(l to take risks

with language if they are expected to leai-n trad!ionally by separating learning

11

and social experience. Fortunately, the flooding of nontraditional stii dents into

higher education has demanded alternative teacl|ing environments sp ch as
decentralized writing classrooms which enhance risk-taking. Collabc rative
learning environments also lessen the anxiety ncntiaditional student^ feel when

they are expected to make the transition into traditional student roles (Trimbur
90). The question then turns from "Will collaborative leaining alleviaite writing
apprehension?" to"How will it work?" Combining literary and composition
theory is one possible answer.

12

Chapters.

Bridging Reader-Response and Cbmposition Theory
Reader-response critical theory lends itself to collaborative leari:ling because
its vital relationship is between reader and text, his is significant bee ause this

interaction shifts the responsibility ofleaining in several directions, ij■leader

response as a literaiy theory, however,is fai- too broad in its concepts for us to
generalize what it can or cannot do in the basic writing classroom,[. i[hile key
theorists such as Fish and Iser, Jonathan Culler,r«Jorman N.Holland,

nd David

Bleich share a common ground in that they reserve some or all of the meaning-

making task for readers instead of accepting litei■ai"y texts as containiiig meaning
in and of themselves, it is clear- that they disagre<j frequently. Consec: uently,I

have chosen two par'ticular figures—^Fish and Iser—whose main coii ;epts reflect
a similar- notion, insofar- as they both assert a ceritral proposition thaf meaning
evolves from the interaction between reader and text—an interactioh that
involves a circuitous process (Berger 148).

Reader-Response-—Through the Eves of Fish and Iser
Stanley Fish's ideas ti-ansfer most comfortably into an aspect o| composition

theory. In fact, they anticipate the ideas of influential composition mofessors and

rese^chers such as Mike Rose and Donald Murray. Both Fish and l'![.ose stress
the cognitive over the affective aspect of reading and writing. Fish approach
incorporates the "structure of the reader's experi ;nce," whereas Iser

s more

interested in the indeterminate nature—the gaps—in the text

(Berger 149). Incidentally, Iser's approach is caiegorized as phenorrtenological.
Fish's ideas are illuminating as they relate to further data on the coghitive
dimension of inexperienced writers and/or writer's block (See Hariis "Diagnosing

Writing-Process Problems," Jones "Problems With Monitor Use," ai|,
13

Flower &

Hayes "Problem-Soiving Stiategies").

Iser describes an alternate theory of how "learning" takes place

n his essay

"The Reading Process; A Phenomenological Approach." He says: "/ls the reader
uses the vaiious perspectives offered him by the text in order to relate the

patterns and the "schematized views" to one another,he sets the woilc in motion,
and this veiy process results ultimately in the av^akening ofresponsf|s within

himself'(The Reading Process51). Iser sees aesthetic response as oiiije revealing a
three-way dialectic of sorts between the reader, writer and the interaction
between the two(The Act of Reading x).

Although Fish and Iser apparently intend tlleir viewpoints to b

tiansfered

to composition theory, they acknowledge the connection between

theory

and composition theory. Both Iser's and Fish's work can be categorized as
transactional, and both discuss the relationship

)etween the literaryjhnd non

literary text. Because these critics focus on the reader and the act o reading
rather than the objectivity of the text,"their ideas contribute directl

to the

writing teacher's understanding of how readers and ti'ansactive processes become
part of an overall interpretation and how that pi ocess of inteipretation can be
emiched and made more coherent when different kinds of writing exercises are

interspersed in the reading process"(Comprone 315).
The Effect of Reading on Composition

Much research has been done on the conn ction between the £s ct of reading

and successful writing. More specifically,claim 5 aie often made tha

when

students frequently see the written wox"d,they b gin to internalize si

distic

techniques; they get a feel for how to aiTange sentences, paragraph and essays
in an effective way(Eschholz 21). For unskilled writers, whose ideas sometimes

get lost in the writing process because they are concerned with fomit reading,
discussing and imitating literature may be especially functional; it is a way to

14

teach form while promoting and inspiriting creativity(Gonell 53). Ti us IS one
strength of using prose models as composing exiercises.
In addition to the benefit of reading while leaining to compose others agree
that students will benefit from learning to "actively" read in order to

)ecome

critical thinkers. While few practitioners or resemchers would argue against this,

the difficulty is discovering the most conducive and practical method for

implementing a reading/writing course. This task proves even more c iritical in a
basic writing course, where a large percentage of the class is underpfkpared for

•H

.

4^

college, ai-efirst or second-generation Americans,or have had little e'tperience

with reading and/or writing. Sometimes,ignorir g the cultural and ie osyncratic
differences in the students can alienate students, causing them to dr p the course

altogether(BaiT Reagan 110).
In order to implement a successfully integr^ted reading/writing nogram for
basic writers, we need to define "active reading in terms of the basi

writer.

Should they be able to notice when writers use figure of speech ailp determine

why they chose that particulai" strategy? Should the student identif'Jl writers'
chosen points of view,so the student can better assess their motivatiDns?
IS common and often lluminating
Probably not,for while this line of questioning)

in a literature class,intermediate composition claiss, or a combined cpi nposition

and literature course,it is probable that basic wi iters would become

expected to answer a series of questions for w

they had no sch

itimidated if
ma.

Intimidation, as a cause of writer's block, Occurs at all levels. E ven in my

freshman composition class when I asked the stludents to write on ti ;topic,
"What makes you comfortable or uncomfortable about writing," ten DUt offorty
students stated directly that they suffered from \vrriting blocks; an additional five
students alluded to experiencing problems that i^eflected writer's blci k.
writers, then, have to overcome further obstacle s to get past the app
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Basic

ehensive

::

hurdle,so facing formalist literary reading stratesgies is not a remedy p writing
well but rather a detiiment. By contiast, a reader-response interpretation

would

alleviate apprehension, because while the majority of basic writers aj;3 unfamiliar
with interpreting prose from a foimalist approach, all students—basic through
advanced writers—respond to writing. Thus,tlie Fish/Iser theory of reader

response offers a potential gateway to teach writing through the ex|mination of
fiction and student writing.

Reader-Response as Henneneutics

If we implemented reader-response in the Composition class, w!^ would be
using,in essence, hermeneutical knowledge-miiking sti'ategies. St©

en M.North

explains hermeneutics(or Critical inquiry)in his text The Making of Knowledee
in Composition: Portrait of an Emerging Field:

In keeping with the tiadition of textual interpretation from t^hich it
derives,I will call [Critical inquiiy] Hemieneutical,and its practitioners,
the Critics. It has three major concerns: (a) establishing a body of
texts, usually called a canon,for interpretation; (b) the interpretation
of those texts; and (c) generating theories about(a)and (b)- that is.
about what constitutes a canon, how in

erpretation should jiuoceed

and to what end (116).

Traditionally hermeneutics has involved Biblical and/or literary works as its
object,although James Kinneavy's A Theory of Discourse attempts i0 use this

mode of inquiry to bridge the gap between composition and literatu)«e.
relevant to this thesis are Chapters 5 and 6 of P<Jter Elbow's Writing

More

Without

Teachers. The author describes a teacherless(so to speak)writing class, which
North says,"...is a practical...hermeneutics foi* an interpretive coiiimunity whose
'canon'consists solely of its own productions"(118).
cnowledge-making it heoretically
The key characteristics of hermeneutical kr

suitable to teaching reader-response in composition classrooms. Fir^

hermeneuticalinquiry involves dialectical logic]or as North would say.
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..the mind studying its own operations"(119) This complements

er's dialectic

(previously discussed). Secondly,the critics inti;4rpret the texts by seeSking

patterns—a process that stimulates rhetorical aw areness.

Moreover, hermeneutics

potentially allows for a canon of both student arid professional texts

Because

reader-response involves seeing the text as a set ofinstructions for cji;eating an

experience, using reader-response to seek patterns would require a sibmewhat
different strategy than if we sought traditional

formal patterns in

a t@xt assumed

to contain meaning.

In all likelihood, using reader-response sti'a egies to interpret te^fts in a basic

writing setting would eventually teach students ;o discuss language tom a formal
approach. Fish recognizes this in a literaiy cont xt by explaining th^ t "There are
still formal patterns[in a text that emerges from Dur individual interpjetation], but
they do not lie innocently in the world; rathen they are themselves c|Dustituted by
an intp.rprp.tive act"(Is There a Text 13).
If basic writing instmctors gave their basic writing students a f< w

passages

from Hemingway's"A Clean Well-Lighted Place "for example,one s udent might

respond by stating,"When I read this I feel like 'm right there with t ie guys
talking." If an instiuctor asked why that was so,the student might a itiswer,

"Maybe because the way the guys are talking is so casual.

I don't fe d like it's

over my head." The students responses reflect their awaieness of w lat the text is
doing,even though they might not possess the schema to express tb eir responses
through formal properties.

From the student's insightful response, ho\vever,

instructors co ^Id casually

but methodically and deliberately introduce the tenns "dialogue," "tone," and
"diction" to the group. These aie properties corimonly referred to b

the

language offormal criticism, yet instructors couId introduce them to the class

while giving credit to the student for his or her discoveiw.and thev a re relevant to
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CGmposition writing. This three-way dialectic Ipetween text, teacher and reader
makes hermenuetics and reader-response promising for motivating s indents to
learn.

From studying such topics as the causes ol wnting anxiety m q
TO!SIC waters,

the effects of vaiious types of response to stude nt writing, the effec s of teaching

writing as "process" and Fish and IseTs reader-ijesponse,one can discover
potential conelations between this myriad of ajpproaches and studen
Still, any preliminaiy connections would need

motivation,

•luther reseaich in order to prove

that these ideas work in practice. For the mom(dnt, most of the scena;rios and
anecdotes I pose illuminate these connections in theory only.
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Chapter 4.

Reader-Response as a Basis for C([)iraBorative Learning

The term "collaborative leaining" began garning recognition in the late
sixties and eaudy seventies; the broad label enco mpasses classroom techniques

such as small writing groups,peer critiques,coll^ictive writing assignments,peer
tutoring in wiiting labs and centers, and reader rjsponse(Trimbur 87
Even in the early years of basic writing studies, Shaughnessy id entified the
value of a student-centered classroom. She state;s, "It should not be urprising,

however, that BW students, who have general!) read very little and

who have

written only for teachers, have difficulty believiiig in a real audience

(Errors 391.

and goes on to suggest various strategies to remiedy this such as exc lianging and

reading student papers and exposing the studerIts to unpunctuated aassages that
the students ai-e required to read Outloud. The atter technique requires reader-

response detective work of sorts; the passages vv ill invariably be read

from

student to student with vaiying intonation,emplasis,pronunciation Df words,
omission of words,etc. Thus,the students will fbrmulate from the te? t different

meanings.
Recent research has also indicated that whbn basic writers collaborate in

small groups over a piece of writing,confidence builds and anxiety 1

ssens. In At

The Point of Need—Teaching Basic and BSL Wliters. Marie Wilson

kelson does

extensive reseai'ch on which methods and envir Aliment promote the

best learning

and motivation in basic and ESL writers. NelsoiI's five

years of qualitative

research produce some interesting (although not surprising) discoveiies on the
machinations of the basic writer.

Nelson's results reflect ethnographic studies which took place 0n a tutoring
center at a college campus. The tutors took ext(;nsive notes on each pupil during
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each session. The group sessions among the tu ors reveal patterns tliat, indeed.
indicate a potential connection between reader-response in the basic writing

classroom and decreased apprehension/increased motivation in basic

writers.

One key factor discussed during the study was the role group ;
discussion/peer response plays in motivating students. Paramount tb the tutors'
discoveries is the importance of what they termed "interdependence;

Interdependence is the crucial stage between si udent dependence a;[id
independence as writers. It is when the student

earn,

contributing to each others' work,that breakthr(3ughs ai'e made in at titude
(51-53).

Diep,one of the tutors,comments in his joilirnal regarding the in iportance of
group size and suggests that groups of five or six aie most active be

ause the

students shared a larger "knowledge pool" (60) The knowledge po d1 Diep
speaks of reflects the benefit basic writers recei\e when they shai'e si nilar

responses—^lesponses that arise as a result of their membership to thCfir
"interpretive community."

As for students already experiencing "writer's block," sharing ie eas and
knowledge can ignite their imaginations and reestablish them in the;

process—even if it is in a prewriting stage(Wei:ler 93). Consequent y,sharing a
piece of work may present a new fear for studerts: that of being exposed. This is

one writing anxiety, nonetheless, that can be remedied by response if the writer,
the writer's peers and the teacher regai'd the piece of writing, and wliat it's saying.

with the necessary detachment(MuiTay "Writing as Process" 19). This could be
potentially difficult on an emotional topic. Because basic writers tend to write in
an egocentiic manner(Flower 16-18),itraises the question,"Would

le writer

have enough conti'ol to sit back arid have a piec? of expressive writiiig altered,

possibly changing the entire meaning of the piece?" This is one topi
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that should

be investigated further.

Basic writers may also become motivated n group response settings

because they feel equal. They feel equal because,as one student adijifflitted.
"...when I read my friend's writing,I can find ©tors in his writing,okay? And at

thesametime,Icanfindenorsin myown writing,soIamequalwith||him.orwith
her"(Nelson 82). This statement not only reflects the positive enviionment of
peer response, but it also indicates the strength of using student texts from the
community offellow students in the class room;as models,rather thgn viewing

only professional documents.

Fish's Reader-Response in the Collaboratij/e Writing Environrnent
Peter Elbow,James Moffet,and Kenneth A.Bruffee express vis: ws of
collaborative learning that indicate a positive a liance between reads r-response

critical theory. Elbow's "teacherless class," for Example,promotes w lat Elbow

calls a "believing game" where readers'responses to a piece of studelnt writing
take the spotlight over teacher evaluation. The "believing game" s larpens the
students' awai'eness of the effect words have ujpon other students, \ii'hereas the
"doubting game"(which uses standai'd procedures, rules of evidence and so on)

allows for only one opinion—that of the teacher. Elbow's approach stems from

his belief that students block because they won y too much about naj^ssiness, error
and turning in a perfect first draft(Writing Without Teachers).

Like Elbow,Moffet believes multiple respjonses to student draffs create a
more motivating ambiance in the composition classroom. Peer feedback, Moffet
asserts, is less threatening to students because multiple responses "make feedback
more impersonal and thus easier to heed"(193).

Kenneth Bruffee a!so sees

writing as a social act; therefore his position is that collaborative leai•ning is
absolutely essential to writing—that we should consider composing an activity

within Fish's"interpretive conuTiunities"(303). The concept of "int upretive
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communities" is perhaps the key toforming a collaborative learning base from
reader-response.

Fish's description of"interpretive communities"is complex,yetjit transcends
situations beyond the literary community. He states,"Ifthe speakers pfa
language share a system of rules that each oftherm has somehow internalized.
understanding will,in some sense,be uniform;thtatis,it will proceed i terms of

the system ofrules all speaker's share"("Literature" 84). The key to Fish's
explanation is the assumption that each reader hsas "somehow intemadized" the
system ofrules. If texts were to be interpreted fr(om the traditional fo:imal

approach,students would mostlikely be expected to contribute witl responses
such as:

"The subject and verb do not agree in this sentence."
"This sentence contains a fragment."

"This pronoun is unclear"—^we don't know who the writer is tall ing about."
What's interesting aboutformal interpretation is that it isn't really inbbrpretation at
all. Itis examination. It is locating a fault or enorin the form of the piece.

Examination of this kind rarely discusses the content of the paper, ft rarely allows
the reader to think critically about the paper. A nd it suggests that tWe success or

failure ofthe writer's paperdependson how well he or she can sticl||to the rules
of punctuation,granuTiar,spelling,etc. Since rigid rules are a major factor of

writing apprehension in basic writers,this approach seems detrimenjijrilal to the
progress of both reader and writer.

These factors make Fish's notion of"interj^retive community"i|teresting.
Jane P.Tompkins explains Fish's concept:

It(interpretive communities)is shorthand for the notion that since all
sign systems ar"e social constr'ucts thatindividuals assimilate; lore or
less automatically(or,more accurately, i hat per"vade and constitute

individual consciousness),an individual's perceptions and jr[dgments
are a function of the assumptions shared by the group he or she
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belongs to(Reader-Response xxi).
Because basic writers chai'acteristically com e from a multitude o|

socioeconomic backgrounds and ethnic groups, Tompkins'descriptit!? brings

new possibilities of how to interpret student te)< s in the basic writing

classroom,

In his essay "Post-Sti-uctural Literary Critici;sm and the Respon|

to Student

Writing," Edward M.White puts Fish's concept of "interpretive community" into a

composition context. White's argument is that composition teachers [lave been
utilizing,in a practical way,many of the theoretical ideas claimed by I ostStructuralists. White uses the example of"interpiretive communities to explain

holistic grading among writing teachers. He states,"[t]his concept he ps us...see

why we as composition teachers tend to respond to student writing lie way we
do: our inteipretive cormnunity has a set ofcoh rent and powerful assumptions
and strategies for approaching (Fish would say jvriting) student texts'(291).
Perhaps more important than arguing for the applicability of literary[j: oncepts to

|
a trategy will
composition is whether or not using "interpretive communities"as
motivate writers. White asserts,"[pjaiticipation in the'inteipretive cd mmunity'of
test scorers thus can radiate into a sense of paitiiripation in the wideE!community

of professional teachers of writing; this increasejsense of communib1'f tends to be
one of the most beneficial by-products of holistic reading"(292).

Tfjough it is
probable that basic writers, as a group,have a more complex commiiiility than
White's holistic scorers,the "interpretive conimiunity" concept offers

I versatile

explanation as to why a text can be interpreted differently and similpiiv by
several members.

Fish,in his essay,"What Makes an Inteipretation Acceptable,"t rgues

through several literary examples,that the very disagreement of texf^ is very
insightful. One illustration he employs is Blake' "TheTyger." Fish

uses the

numerous approaches critics have taken to explain "The Tyger" as an argument
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against subjectivity. He says that while more thain one inteipretation of the poem
is possible,there is such a thing(even in Reader Response!)as limitec plurality.
This limited plurality(whatI see as a"check and balance" system)is possible with
expository texts, as well.
How the Interpretive Communitv Works
When students gather to discuss texts-whbther they are profei sional or

student—the goal of the instiuctor is most likely twofold: to get the students to

recognize and respond to formal concerns, and to get the students tcf respond
originally(Elbow calls these types offeedback criterion-based and reader-based,

respectively). Let's say Juan reads a "process" essay he wrote on "H||w to Wash a
Cai"." Sylvia might offer advice such as,"You need to capitalize the'lb''in'Dry the
car with a towel,' since it is the first letter of the s ntence." Her critici m here is

formal(or criterion-based)in the sense that, since she and Juan form

he same

academic community, they are inevitably bound to the code under n|:lany
circumstances.

On the other hand,Sylvia might respond b^ saying she thinks J aan needs to
"Pop open a cl m of Goke
add a step in between "Dry the car with a towel ", and
■
■
j
and relax." She asks Juan if that's really the proc ess—doesn't he nee^ to roll up

the hose or empty the water first? This commem;is Sylvia's own idea:(or readerHerr reactions are illui linating,

based)supported by her personal experiences

, I

because if she and Juan come fiom differentco

unities,chances ai J their

mm

cultures and environments effect their experiences. Juan may or ma y not choose

to add a step to his process. Perhaps he says,"In the East side we rejJ- ix first,
Then, we finish the job." Whatever the outcome, the students have i xchanged

interpretations in a non-threatening way,and th y've leamed that it ji

natural for

interpretations to vai y.
Fish describes how interpretations prove tliat language can haye more than
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one literal meaning in his essay "Is There A Text In This Class?"

The essay

presents one student's question to her professor; 'Is there a text in thi

class?"

The professor, understandably, thinks the studen is asking what text! ook is

required for the course. The student's tnje inquiif;y, however,is if she

and the

other students)aie supposed to "believe in poems and things," or if

ould be

"just us." In this instance,two literal meanings mye possible. This acc sptance of

multiple literal meanings is reassuring to basic writers.
Prompting Reader-Response Questions Duiing Gollaborative W ork
Some practitioners might argue that any peer response—-notjug

reader-

response—is beneficial in motivating students ^hile peer response i 1 nearly

always positive,it is hard to come by in the basic writing classroom ii| iless the
students feel atease. They are more likely to feel at ease if they realiis e that they

can respond to what the text does—rather than what the text means[ One
student,for instance, may write with a wondeifu ly fresh sense of hutpr but may
have a severe problem with mechanics. This stlident needs to be enc ouraged to
react to other students' texts in a way that will uiiderline and reinforc ; her

strengths(humor)—not her weaknesses(mechaifics).

If this student! esponds to

peer texts by saying,"If 1 were you,I'd talk more about your day at the carnival,it
could be really funny," instead of being expected to say something A lOUt

physical errors,she paiticipates withoutfeeling anxious,
Recall the first literature class you took in college. While the se liors sat

smugly discussing how the "eyes" of T.J. Eckelb ury,in The Great Ga sbv. were
really Fitzgerald's symbol ofThomas Jefferson aiid America as a was land, you
sat there in awe. Not to mention feeling moitified.

same anxiety in his or her basic writing course,

The basic writer: ^ces the

he teacher rattles ofl unfamiliar

terminology,and by the very act of his or her "red pen," assumes thqi student
knows what a comma splice is or what"wordines5s" means.
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This is the result of

our formal upbringing. This is how we grow up in college. Unfortunately,most
often basic writers have a student profile that do(js not allow for this Idnd of

learning: most have had little luck in the educatiilonal system before did their
confidence is simply too low to sit in class week after week ifthey fe|l "lost."
Now recall the first situation—the literature class—with an altejpate
,!l

approach. Imagine the teacher asking the class,'What does the reader do in this

story? What is being done to the reader, and for what purpose?" As

'ish

e poetry or
|
explains, interpreting texts in a reader-response manner approaches

prose as "occasions for a temporal experience," rather than spatial obj !Cts.

The

freshman student can now feel more comfortably responding, becauS(j the answer

does not require a "correct" answer; because his answer could bejust as
interesting as the senior's answer; because it does not take an elite vocabulary to
describe what is being done to someone or somiejthing.

Similarly,if basic writers ai'e asked to respo|ind to the same questi ons, a
burden is suddenly lifted. Although it is not exactly the same situation—they are

not in the shadow of more knowledgeable seniokrs—they're allowed

o answer

somewhat subjectively. They're allowed to ai-gue for something without the
anxiety of wonying about whether their answer is "right" or "wrong; "

Like the

freshman,basic writers, by answering a different set of questions,can feel as if

they ai'e valuable contiibutors in the classroom.
Pait of teaching inexperienced readers and writers to respond is by turning

the passive reader into Fish's "informed reader." This goal is achieve^ by giving
students so much collaborative work that eventijially

students become

rhetorically aware of what they aie reading, why it has the characteristics it does,
and what linguistic features create the text. Re;alder-response gives pe students

the authority to read "actively," without feeling that they lack the knowledge to
factor is Fish's claim Pat
criticize a peer or published writer. Another impbrtant
i
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reader-response "slows the reading process."
I have heaid many complaints from fellow instiuctors who say tl ey feel

frustrated during; they fantasize that each group makes significant otj servations,

eventually evolving into better writers from theii new found knowle<^ ge. Before
this dream can be enacted the students must kncw what they're looki ng for, and

how to respond to what they find when they recognize it. This situ^ ion

exemplifies why,although too much emphasis on foimal properties is detrimental,
some instruction in this ai"ea is still needed. Neitler process,howeveii can occur
without slowing down the reading process. Onee the reading process is slowed.
according to Fish, meaning can become an even ; the question of "vf hat does the
text do?" aiises.

Fish describes this process further by saying,"It is as if a slow-irji Dtion camera
with an automatic stop-action effect were recor^cfing our linguistic e^i jeriences

and presenting them to us for viewing"(Is There a Text 28). Anothei advantage
of the "text as an event" concept for a basic writ^ing course is that, uh der this
1

assumption,the ordinary language in a basic

wri ter's text cannot be iiewed as

ordinary; it must be viewed as extiaordinary because it reflects (althOugh simply)
our ordinaiy understanding of the world.
Similai- to Fish's "Infoimed Reader" is Iser's"Implied Reader." Jpseph J.
j

Comprone accurately summarizes Iser's description ofthe Implied Rejader:
Iser, then, posits a reader who constructs meaning out of a constant
tension, during reading, between points of textual disappoinii|Lnent and

counteipointing moments of insight in w hich social and cultliral
information is broughtin to fill the holes in a text. Iser's ideal reader is
above all active,always relating cultural frames ofreference|o holes or
gaps in a text, seeking a balance between subjective and objective

perspectives (3G2-303).
Interestingly,Iser focuses on what readers do as they read,instead o| what their

reading means—as opposed to Fish's question of what does the text do.
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Comprone says of the two "Fish,like Iser,tries to describe the mental processes of
readers as they read,just as current composition theorists wish to develop

descriptive models of what writers do as they wriite(304).
To analyze what a text or readerdoes is less threatening to basic

writers,

They do not need to know what a verb or adverb,i.k. They do not need to
express,for example,that a sentence doesn't make sense because it hii a dangling
modifier. Instead, basic writers explain what the Sentence does and

inadvertently discovers what the sentence does pot do. But,basic wp ters will
not have to describe what the sentence does not o in formal terms; th'e analysis

will make sense to their peers as explained in ordinaiy language,in o£clinary
context.

Ifreading "processes its own user," accordii^g to Fish,then will e| aminmg
student and professional texts help basic writers discover their own yf riting

processes? By examining a professional textfor what it does, basic \y riters are
encouraged to examine the stiategies used by th(j author. Most likely

the

students will not be able to elucidate the text in ttie same manner anoj her

professional writer or an English major might (forr example,"The

Dr has used

anaphora to establish repetition and heightened emotion in his piece

. Instead,

the teacher/student dialogue in a response sessioiji is likely to resembl ;the
following:

S:(hesitantly)I like this essay because it so unds good,

T: You're right. What does the text do in thait section that makes it
sound good?

S:It sounds strong—like a drum beat.
T: What comes to mind when you read the oassage out loud?
S: It's like the author's using"rap"—he's really getting a rhythmilgoing.

The student in this dialogue might not unddrstand what the mejlht if that
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teacher replied,"The repetition is anaphora—a repetition of the begij ning of
successive clauses." Left to his own devices, however,the student v ill create his

own meaning with the resources he does have, He may assert that "I ap

music

reminds him of the passage. It is most certain th at many classmates v ill share this
student's other "inteipretive community"(perh ps a socioeconomic i bne rather
than the academic "interpretive community" they fomi as classmates

Without

knowing a single thing about subject, verbs, antecedents, etc., this student has
opened a lot of classmates'eyes(and eai's) with his discussion of the passage,

What's important, an image has been created in the students'minds.
|The nexttime
they go to write a paragraph or a journal entry, they might attempt lio use a "rap"

like style if they want to imitate the essay's effei ts. Most vital, perh^ ps,is that a

student has actively read, made an interpretation,received accredita ion, and
learned from his own criticalthinking. These are major steps toward alleviating
apprehension.

1 have used this technique in my own basic writing class. 1 gai

e the

students a narrative passage to read ("Growing Up" by Russell Baker),then asked

them Fish's and Iser's questions. We considered the following sente ice rn

"Growing Up": "Before,the plane had had a will of its own;now tfie plane
seemed to be a pait of me,an extension of my rands and feet, obedient to my
slightest whim." "What does the text do here?

1 asked. Norma responded

immediately: "In the first pait of the sentence tlre plane is like a hurnan. Then,it
becomes one with the man. It creates a visual

ricture^—of the plane as a pet or

something! 1 can see it with a collar on!" After commending Norma for her

insights 1 told the class that"...by the way,'personification'is what its called
when a non-humari thing has human characteristics." 1 didn't defrrie the term
because 1 expected all of the students to learn the technique by nari re and use it;

1 defined the term very off-handedly,in case some of the more advi need students
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desired to build up their vocabulaiy and awaieness of specific writing techniques.
A few were very interested, and used the technic: ue by name in the fnii:ure—either

in their own papers or when commenting on othcjrs texts.

In the last pait of"Growing Up," the tension builds when the aii hor
increases action verbs, switches to present tense, and eliminates end punctuation

for the last five lines. The students responded to my question of"whk does the
reader do here?" in several ways:

John: I think of myself on the tiack^—T race cars—and I can relate to the

guy in the plane...it's tense—but exciting.
Ede: I feel like I'm in the plane with him. I'm doing whatever he does.

Eduai'do: I just got lost half way through.

The sentence is too 3ng.

Maria: It makes me hold my breath just reading it!

Sometimes,reader-response initiates responses tliat bridge content an i form. My

basic writers often respond to the foim Of"Growing Up —but usuall

as the form

affected content.

In addition to revealing form-related issues,reader-response initiates

response to social issues,dialects and emotions—responses such as tlese:
(1) "That pait doesn't sound natural. I wouId say it like..."
(2) "You say Blacks are discriminated agm nst,but I'm Vietname e,and I've
had the exact situations occur. I don't thin c you should limit tli

discrimination pait of your paper to one rac
(3) "This paper makes me angry. I want to agree with the write;butIfeel
he doesn't have the authority to say what 1He says."
The last example is paiticularly telling; it d monsti'ates how inte nse student
involvement can be made by asking the student simply,"What does this text do?"
If one student is angry,then there's a sti'ong pos ibility several stud^ Its are angry.

The writer, now awai-e ofthe effect and affect his paper has on certai 1 members in
his community, can choose to alter his paper or ceep it the same. R|Beardless of
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the end product, students have had the chance to respond openly to the content

of the piece, and the writer has received feedback that is undoubted!

more

valuable than "You missed acomma."

Moreover,readers can respond easily to a p^aper in terms of hoy- the paper

sounds. Fish talks about a system ofrules all speakers share. Noticb thatFish
says "speakers"—not"readers" or "writers." If>ou have a group offive basic
writers interpreting a student's paiagraph,for example,they are likely to respond
as a speaker of the language. They will discuss the way the essay
sounds—"Something in this sentence doesn't sound right"; "I woulc n't say it that

way;""You sound 'high and mighty' by saying that." Once again, wb have
bridged the gap between form and content; the effects of a sentence, paragraph
or essay might be caused by a flaw in punctuation,grammai,etc.,and the reader
or writer is likely to figure that out by focusing on how the paper "slounds" and
what the subsequent options are. This may be an opportune momerit for the

teacher to discuss "voice." Ideally,reader-response stiategies wouldjform the
basis for a collaborative learning situation in which foimal concerns are
explained—but secondary.
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Chapters.

Alleviating Writing Anxiety Through Reader- Response Based Collaboration

Responding to Student Writing

Responding to student writing is an abundjuitly explored topic; The general

e professor makes ijtiarginal

consensus is that the traditional method, where til'

comments in private,is ineffective(see aiticles by Munay,Sommers, !;amel,
Camicelli, Shaw). Sommers states that written c[omments suggest to students that

their paper is done—^has a fixed meaning that is not negotiable; the

tudents

confuse product with process. As a result, the sindents leam to see their paper as

a system of words,sentences and paragraphs rather than a unified essay
("Responding" 161-163).

The biggest frustration regarding this method for the basic writing student

occurs when the instiuctor returns the draft witlf collections that coi ipletely alter
the student's "purpose." Vivian Zamel goes into further detail in her ssay for
TOESL quaiterly. She proposes that many respOnses are "...confusiji:g,arbitrary,
and inaccessible"(79). Fuithermore,she states that this type of resp;finding gives
the students a limited view of the writing proces.s because it fails to iecognize that

a text is not fixed but constantly evolving. Zamiel's authentic examp es aie

convincing and substantiate her plea for teache rs to devise alternate responding
methods.

Although her aiticle involves ESL writers, IZamel's advice is suredy applicable
to basic writers. Basic writers often experience difficulties translatiiiig their own
)

dialects to standaid written English,causing

•

'1

ins tructors to sometimes

completely

j|

misread what students are uying to "do" with tl

eir papers. Reader^|esponse is

one substitute method; it allows the students to

discuss whattheir|>iaper is trying

to "do" before their paper comes under siege fro:m the instructor's pdn.
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We can use an example from Zamel's aiticle to show

how reader response

might work to combat inappropriate teacher resphnse. Example 2,in

ler article,

illustrates a teacher's misinterpretation of a word
ttell

(2) ...1 was so shocked and surprised by his answer that I didi
EN^HY

him anything else. He kept his money and became my enemie tl at was a
I

MY SFLF

lesson to me,(jo«gK)thought me how money could change son:Cone
personality and honesty ...(88).
As illustrated by the instiuctor's collections the student's(we'll

all him

"Jesse") intended meaning "taught me" is interpJreted by the instructc r as

"thought to myself." Now,imagine that a group of five students disc

ss Jesse's

work in progress. Because the group is of the sam(e interpretive comjinunity,itis
likely that a few students understand what the w liter is trying to say,

Even more

likely, students throw out their own interpretations as to what the se itence is
trying to "do." Jesse does not feel threatened

bcicause the various in

erpretations

are just commentaiies—notjudgments or miscohceptions. The autho:r may then
choose to revise the sentence and concept to fit an alternate interpre ation, or he

may choose to rework his own,until it is understandable to all membi jrs of the
group.

From the scenario I've created, three benefi s aie possible:

(1) Jesse will discover that his draft is "e\|olving"—not static (jtherefore

giving him a sense of control over his lang^age).
(2) Jesse will not feel judged(and therefc:re not anxious),

(3) Jesse will have the chance to work thfrough his own paper and
voice his own reasons for why he has made certain choices

(therefore alleviating the frustration of getting back a paper with
misconceived collections).

In Jean Pumphrey's article "Teaching English Composition As A
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Creative

Art," one student responds to Ms.Pumphrey's question,"What makes writing so

painful?" by saying, "Writing is difficult becaus(jeveiything you wr|e down is
there forever...writing is stating something—not being able to take j; nything
back"(668). This student's feai* exemplifies wh)'responding to stud6 It writing

through reader-response might work; once Jesse for example,realize his
assignment isn't "all or nothing," and once he physically takes part in the process
ofcomposition and leains that he has options,the composing proces? takes on a
new meaning.

It is also worth noting that the third "situatijin" in my scenario is directly
addressed in aiticles discussing the one-on-one i:onference by Donai

Murray

and Thomas Cainicelli. While the one-on-one conference allows for more quality
time between student and instructoi^ it does not provide the necessal

environmentfor reader-response to take place. Nevertheless, many c f the

benefits chaiacteristic of the one-on-one conference match those of i eader

response. In Garnicelli's article,for instance,the author talks ofthe productive
"arguing" that sometimes occurs when a studen defends the way he has written

something in a paper. The student, by having this opportunity to de|ate, realizes
that he does have some authority over his work. As Cainicelli descri )es it,"The

student gains confidence as a writer and self-critic, as well as respect for the
writing course itself"(109)

Maigaiet L.Shaw,like Zamel,seeks to finji an alternate approa:h to marking
student texts in her aiticle "What Students Don't Say; An Approach

to the

Student Text." She argues that maiginal comments resultin the write r simplifying
the content of the text during revision rather than increasing its coir plexity (45).

One method she proposes is to teach students to view "textual disci ntinuities"
such as "gaps" and "contiadictions" in a positiwi light.

A good deal of Shaw's argument is directly applicable to the rq e of reader
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response as a method of response. Shaw submits that if writeis use

aps as

discoveries through critical and literaiy theories instead of coverin ; them
up_students will be more motivated to revise, With her plan,the wii iter makes

significant revelations. Reader-response,howejer, requires the"co4ipiunity" to

make majorcontiibutions; ultimately,itis the ccmbination of writer^ and readers
thatfills the gaps and inconsistencies. While Shaw's primary goal ni^iy be for each
student to push his or her vision to the limit and explore new ideas and styles, the

reader-response goal is to give each students more confidence and aj. leviate
anxiety,so that in the process they,too,may achieve Shaw's ideal.
Taking the "EiTor" Out of Writing

The word "error" has plagued students ancj teachers alike. For unately,
professors are becoming increasingly cognizant of the U"ue implicati^ins oferrors
as a result of basic writing pioneers such as Mina Shaughnessy(wh^ realized

early on the ambiguity in the word "eiTor"),Da\':id Baitholomae,andj Mike Rose,
Tn T ivfig On The Boundarv(1989). Rose states,"Mina Shaughnessy, an inspired

teacher, used to point out that we won't understand the logic of enojr unless we
also understand the institutional expectations that students face an<J

the way

they interpret and internalize them"(171-172).
It doesn't take reseaich to see that a good majority of basic wri:ers swear by

memorizing rules. We would think that remedial students would know so little
aboutgrammar,punctuation,and so on,that paiticulai'rules would riot be in their
recall when writing. This is simply not the case. In fact,in ErTors arid

F.xpectations. Mina Shaughnessy notes,"...there is the urgency of the students
to meet their teachers'criteria,even to request more of the prescriptsve teaching

they have had before in the hope that this time it might take"(8-9)j| When
inconsistencies arise(and they inevitably do)students feel helpless.

If we taught these same students to embrace inconsistencies- that
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coniposing rules have vai'ious inteipretations

they might stumble fm

we as professors taught the students that differeiit interpretations ar^
that they are apt to change over time; that if we used strategies of rei
response to demonstiate that there is not merely one "coiTect" way tq
then perhaps students would be more willing to embrace,instead of
areas in language.
Fmhracing Ambiguities

That which is deemed "conect" is destined to change; yesterda ^'s "error"

might be tomoiTOw's ideal word choice. The woi d "lifestyle," for exa],
the recent past,considered by many writing tea(chers "jargon." In
however,the need for the word "lifestyle is great; just try to think c
adequate synonym for the word; would "way of living" suffice? Or
routine"? As the culture evolves, so does the vlocabulary necessarjf to
describe it.

The various dialects ofthe English language,as well,are increa ingly
diverse. The grammai- and diction of America's southern states,for iifistance,

might not be deemed "acceptable" by many col ege teachers. But a

our culture

throws more ingredients into its "melting pot," (bur language inevital ly demands
that exceptions be made for the sake ofcommunication.
And then there is the dilemma offragment .Some students are skilled at

using fragments stylistically. Some aie not. Once again,as teachers

we are at

crossroads. We cannot rightly say that this form of sentence sti'ucture is

"incorrect," yet students need some guidelines Fragments are comiiiionplace in

journalistic documents as well as fiction. Still, e tend to categorical! y write "frag"
W'

by any incomplete sentence we locate in a student draft,
The "collect" use ofcommas has also vaiicd from time to time 1 the literary

community. Students find this fiiistrating. Wh lie one teacher may s tate
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"You place a comma before'and'or'but,'" another teacher may argue 'You must

not place a comma before a conjunction in a seriesof conunas."

The :onfused

basic writer scratches his or her head and continuies to make "errors.!' When his

paper is handed back he is usually maiited down.

He becomes furth r confused

as to why there is a discrepancy in something as "black and white" as comma
usage.

Most,if not all, English professors would pe hard pressed to pn

duce an

objective,systematic rule book defining when a word,phrase, or ser tence pattern
is and is not acceptable. Yet, we expect our stu^dents to know. And vhen they

make a decision,they aie rewaided not with a pli aise for taking risks

but with a

"frag" next to a fragment that may or may not hlave been intended as

a rhetorical

strategy.

Clearly,basic writers(as well as Freshmen vriters)fall into trap

of unclear

pronoun referents, unusual choices in diction,slang,etc. But by ha\ ing the
students read aloud, and inteipret each others' papers, many of these
inconsistencies or idioms become appai'ent to s1 udents without their

papers

undergoing an attack of the red pen. Moreover,,in creating an envip Dnment
where student evaluation is based on collective interpretations of reiiders and

writers, we accomplish several tasks simultaneously. We motivate st idents to be
creative and take risks. We teach them "audienc;e" awareness. And we teach

them that they have control over their writing process.
We are taught from an eaily age to embrace black and white ni es and
standards. With the advent of the "multiple-

)ice" test, we have td ught students

that knowledge exists in prescriptive form; that there is one "right" i nswer and
three "incoiTect" answers(White "Lecture"). W hen it comes to motivating basic

writers, deviating from absolutes and allowing heiri some creative I cense gives
them a variety of ways to understand the comprising process.
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Fostering Motivation Bv Stressing "Proces!?

Teaching composition as a "process" is one of the largest moven rents the

writing community has experienced. If we glailce through the textljooks

designed to put the classical handbook to rest, w e find examples sue r as:
Brannon,Knight,and NeverowTurks's Wiiters Wiriting.Peter Elbow's Writing With
Power and Ken Macrorie's Writing to be Read.Uptaught.and Search ing Writing:
A Contextbook. Such alternate methods of tea•ching composition w ^rk from a
j

ideology similar to reader-response.

Stanley Fish,in describing reader-response says literature is a" inetic art."

Composition is no more a "stable aitifact"(Fish's argument againstFoimalism)
than literature. If an essay or composition were stable, we would vie w it as a
productrather than process.

Fish says,"[t]he great merit(from this poin t of view)of kineticr rt is that it

forces you to be awaie of'it' as a changing obje|ct—and therefore nc object at
all—and also to be aware of yourself as con:esplondingly changing"

("Literature in the Reader" 82-83). This statement greatly resemble theprocess

of writing—the revision process in paiticulaiv I ■ students,especially

rasic writers,

perceived their writing as work-in-progress,if they perceived revision and errors
as commonplace stepping stones,then based on Rose's findings,the ir writing
apprehension would subside.

Reader-response strategies in the basic wri ting classroom give students the

opportunity to actively participate notjust in th eir own writing process, but in
those oftheir peers,as well. Moreover,these strategies force teacheirs to limit
their interference in their students' natural writing progression. I do not mean to

imply that instructors are unnecessaiy in the coirbposition classrooni just that
students need to fathom their own processes and that teachers can help them in

thatregaid.
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In "Writing as Process," Donald Munay ex amines the role of the writing
teacher. He asserts,"The teacher has to restrain himself or herself frid•m providing a

content,taking caie not to inhibit the students from finding their ow n subjects.
their own forms,and their own language"(13) This perception soutids similar to

Rose's plea to allow students to take risks. Reader-response fulfills Doth Murray's
and Rose's criteria by presenting an environment where basic writer 5(whose

initial draft may be chaos)learn through "process" that the chaos of ja; first draft is
not the death of the paper but a door to future discoveries.

Mun-ay also says,"[i]n teaching the process we have to look, not at what
students need to know,but what they need to experience"(13). This statement.

in a sense, unites the composition and reader-response. MuiTay's as sumption that

"experiencing" is centralto the beginning writer resembles Fish's ast^umption that
"experiencing" is central to the reader of literature.
A further connection can be made between Munay and Fish. In his article,

Mun-ay sUesses how important it is that students "...listen to the voices which
are coming from the members of their writing ccinununity, and that they discover

thatwriting is aprocess ofdiscovery"(15). Th(5"supportive wiitin^jjcommunity"
of which Munay speaks is similar- to Fish's literruy "interpretive comtaunity."
Murray professes that"the community of writers instinctively knows that

each piece ofwriting is trying to work its waytoward a meaning. T|||ie community
wants to help the writer help the piece of writing find its own meaning"(15). The
author's notion that the process of a paper's evo ution,in part, motiv ites writers,

and that language contains its own purpose and instructs the writerI on how to
proceed,is in many ways parallel to Fish's idea Both suggest procalures

requiring interpreters to break down the text(and as Fish says,"negotiate
the text
j;|l
sentence by sentence and phrase by phrase.").
There is, however,one major difference between the two processses.
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The

reader-response readers interpret a text written by someone else; thisy do not
receive any "help" regaiding the author's intended meaning of the tekt. But the
composer interprets his or her own text. This ch anges the game slig;i,tly; while

both groups discuss what the text "does," the li^ erary group does not get
feedback from the writer, whereas the composition group does. Thu ,reader-

response as an aspect ofcomposition theory is a modified version of reader
response as a literaiy approach.
If students collaborate(using reader-respoiuse strategies)in ord er to unravel

their texts, they will discuss "process"; this is irjievitable, because w:len

students

discuss their topics,drafts, motives,etc., they're not viewing the wrilten word as a

static object, but as a work-in-progress—a worlc that will undergo revision
according to the input of their group.

Giving Students Creative Control
The research of both Mike Rose and Marie Wilson Nelson indi ates that

writers mustfeel that they have control over th(jir own decisions re;garding their
work. Without this feeling, motivation wanes, Creative fonns of wi ting usually
allow students more freedom from form,as wel as inspiring topics tl

at arouse

their interest. The quest,then,is combining cr€:ative writing with sf ident control,
Because it is a literary theory,reader-response naturally lends itself o teaching
students techniques offiction—^in a way that w ill benefit their non? iction
composition skills.

Beginning with Shaughnessy, writers on basic writing have a

cumulated

evidence illustiating the effectiveness ofexpresjsive writing forms,(yrite-think,
feel-think models,and so on,even when the in ent, as Shaughnessy says,

"...is to end up with formal academic writing" ;"Basic Writing" 191;;. If this is
true, then reader-response as a composition aporoach seems except|onally
suitable for basic writers. In fact.Fish's exampiles in "Literature in tie Reader" are
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from non-fiction prose, proving the versatility Df reader-response te:hniques.
In many cases, basic writers have read

little literature—if i ny.

literature is not always used as a learning tool 1ii basic writing coursi;js.

Yet,

Soine

instructors feel thatliterature is too difficult for, and intimidating to, the students,

Perhaps insti'uctors wony that with all they nefd to accomplish in e ighteen short

weeks,reading literature would waste valuable time.

Nevertheless some research

proves that literature is invaluable in a basic w: ting course. Maiie ^*/ilson Nelson,

for example^ reports"literaiy epidemics" in the tutoring center

served as a

five-yeai'-long study on basic and ESL writers. She says:
Working together to improve pieces on which they had criti al distance
but whose writers they felt a friendly cdmmitment to, studen ts
practiced together a wider range of toptiics and genres than t ley
otheiwise could have in a semester's tiiiKe. The vicarious inttnest that

developed in pieces they had helped innprove increased theii'
commitment to one another's work, blurling the already haz) lines

between group and personal ownershif,breaking down fea;l and
prejudice toward genre and topics and deas, and motivatin|3 these
budding writers to retain what they'd le arned(At the Point fNeed 87).
Like Nelson,I have witnessed enthusiasm flou rish when I have stuc ents read

either a literaiy passage relevant to my lecture discussion or a proR; sional
narrative essay.

Another reason to support creative writing and response in bai ic writing
cuiTicula is that although formal dissection offo:imal academic writii ig has its

purpose in higher levels of academia,it is more appropriate to respo id to

expressive writing in a way that does not make the

writer uncomfol table or

defensive; it would be devastating to criticize everyminute enm in

I basic

writing student's narrative aceount of "Ah Incident that Changed Iv y Life."
Janet R. Gilbert discusses the "affective environment" in "Patterns and

Possibilities for Basic Writers:" She asserts that basic writers mustie am to feel as

if they own their language, that their language comes from them rati ler than being
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imposed upon them"(41; emphasis included), Gilbert suggests tha

teachers

create assignments,requiring the students to switch conscious gear 5 from
narrative to analytical; but other practitioner t(;^stimonials upset thi assumption,
One such aiticle is "Warning: Basic Write:rs at Risk—The Case ofJavier," by
Sally Reagan Bail". BaiT presents a semester--long case study of Ja"v

er. Javier's

lack of confidence in and apprehensive feelings towaid writing seem to be signs
of laziness; yet, deeper penetration of the problem demonstrates th at in the

course's tiansition from narrative prose to mor^ analytical discourse 5, Javier
becomes increasingly alienated by the "acadernc" prose he is expe rted to

produce—to the point where he eventually drcj):ps the course. This example
demonsti"ates why we must teach students to V/rite not only for an

audience but for themselves and their peers as well.

icademic

If students ca mot "connect"

with their writing and feel as if they have no dontrol over their con ent, they have
little motivation to improve.

Approaching texts from a reader-respons perspective, wheth^ r they are
written by students or professional writers, als gives students con fol by
teaching them how to think metacognitively about the

written woi

it

"sensitizes" students to the language("Literatime" 98). Fish commi nts on the
power of regai'ding written language as an expeirience. He says,
"Not incidentally, they [readers] also become ncapable of writing; mcontrolled

prose,since so much of their time is spent disc|overing how much tli e prose of
other writers controls them,and in how many \yays"(99). Althoug 1 Fish directs
this statement to readers ofliterature,it is clear y applicable to basic writers—or

any level of writer for that matter.

While I don't imply that reader-response V/ould make all basic writers
i
incapable of writing uncontrolled prose,I will assert that their incre ised
awareness of the language would improve their writing skills—as well as their
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motivation to improve writing skills. Ofcourse further research like Barr's would

need to be conducted to reach a conclusive dec^ision on this hypoth esis.

Reader-Response as a Means of Teaching "Audience"
Using reader-response may veiy well assist basic writers in m^<ing the
transition from what Linda Flower defines as"\jVriter-Based Prose,":jfnto "Reader
'

■ , 'i

Based Prose." First, because basic writing class:rooms often focus 6n expressive

writing,the student writing contains a lot ofcabual language-—langj;^age that is a
i
"verbal expression written by a writer to himsel ■ and for himself"("'Writer-Based

Prose 16"). The "privately loaded" terms and "i alking" associated w|th writer-

based prose are chai'acteristic of basic writing assignment like narra::

ves.

description exercises and autobiographies.
In order for students to make the tiansition from writer-based b reader-

based prose(what Flower defines as a "...deliberate attempt to cop municate
something to a reader"), the student must gain kn awaieness that th^re is an
audience present—that the prose has value outside of its journal-likie quality,
Rose goes further to say that in order for the w riting to communica(e to the
reader,".. .it creates a shaied language and sh m"ed context between

writer and

reader"(16). Once students become an active oart of the communi[y and respond

to the work of their peers,they take on the role of audience (albeit subjective
one),and they gradually recognize their responsibilities as writer ab d as reader,
Instead of having to "Invent the University" (to use David Bartholc mae's phrase)

each time they write a paper, students become

he "audience" of thbir own

discourse community.

Collaborative writing can help basic write|rs make make the transition from
writing for peers to writing for an academic audience. It can also h|lp students
l
101).
"generate a transitional language to bridge the cultural gap..."(Tri:.mbur

This view is somewhat challenged by Braffee vhose aigumentfor
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ollaborative

learning uses the concept of"inteipretive co]mmlunities" to explain vhy all writing

is primaiily a social act rather than a rhetorical one. We can argue

hat teachers

represent students'"audience," or we can argue that teachers are(ns Elaine P.
Maimon explains)"native infonnant[s]" or tiainslators between coliimunities
("Knowledge"); but,realistically, teachers muSit be both,

Using reader-response strategies as a basi s for collaborative leaiming allows

students the opportunity to examine their moiiment-to-moment reactions to the
language. Yet the teacher's role is still vital

he teacher not only: eadsthe

students down the path toward academic writing but also to their: personal
discoveries. Once students acquire a means of discussing languag ,and once

they begin writing for themselves and their peers rather than for a olely academic
audience—then the conditions causing writer' block will fade,lea ring more

room for untapped motivation.
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Appendix A

Start 1. Seeing and heaiing is something beautiful and strange to in: ant.
Start2. To a infant seeing and heaiing is something beautiful and st|onge to a infl

Start 3. I agree that seeing and hearing is something beautiful and s ronge
„ to a
infants. A infants heres a stiange sound such as work mother,he thdn acc

Start4. I agree that child is more sensitive to beauty,because its alliso new to him
and he apprec
n there
Start 5. The main point is that a child is more scnsitive to beauty tha..„—

parents, because its the child a inftant can only express it feeling wi|h reactions

Start6. I agree a child is more sensitive to seeing and heaiing than Ms parent,
because its also new to him and more appreciate;. His

'

Start 7. I agree that seeing and heaiing have a different quality for infants than

grownup,because when infants comes aware of a sound and can associate it with
the object, he is indefeying and the parents acknowledge to to this
Starts. I agree and disagree that seeing and heaiing have a differeiit quality for

infants than for grownups,because to see and hear for infants its al| SO new and
mor appreciate,butI also feel that a child parerit appreciate the shM'i ng
Start 9. I disagree I feel that it has the same quality to
Stait 10. I disagree I fell that seeig and heaiing has the same qualit^ to both
infants and paients. Heaiing and seeing is such a great quality to iij 'ants and

parents,and they both appreciate,just because there aien't that maii y panters or
musicians around dosen't mean that infants ai'e more sensitive to be? utiful that

there parents.

Source: Shaughnessy,Mina. Fnors and Expectations.Page 7-8.
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